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SEPTEMBER 13 PROGRAM IS “LIGHT PAINTING” WITH DAVID RALPH
Fun techniques that can be used to augment night or
low light photography are the focus of club member
David Ralph’s program on Painting with Light.
The 7 p.m. at the Gmeiner Art Center in Wellsboro is
free and open to the public.
Calling Light Painting a “vast topic which cannot
be surveyed in one presentation,” David will explore
a small portion of the topic. “We will not get into the
terrifically complicated, time consuming, and expensive methods used for professional low light shoots,
controlled lighting for products such as automobiles, or
expensive watches.”
He says one can take very long exposures, such as 30
seconds, or longer using bulb shutter speed, and moving the light source around during the exposure. Moving people tend to disappear if they are quick enough
and not well lit. Or, one can blend multiple exposures
in Photoshop, erasing out portions of each image to get
a composite image.
David points out that this kind of light painting really
is night photography “plus” and that some of the club
members have already tried these techniques.
One can add light to ambient night light, using LED
flashlight, electronic photo flash, automobile headlights, or just about any kind of light source. Another
form commonly seen is where the light source itself
becomes a subject of the photograph, he continues,
by putting the light source right in the photo. Examples would be sparklers, lighted steel wool in a kitchen
whisk with lots of sparks (to ignite the area around
during our drought if not very careful), LED devices,
and glow sticks, or just pointing an LED flashlight at
the camera and moving it around.
(Continued next page)

Half a century ago, in the Spring of
1966, David bought a Pentax SV SLR,
more or less by accident, on opening
day of the PX in Long Binh Viet Nam.
David recalls that it was the last camera
on the shelf. He was so amazed that one
could actually look right through the
lens, that he never stopped taking
pictures.
David is an “available light shooter,”
who likes landscapes, and very occasionally, wildlife. For the last 42 years,
David has been practicing civil law for
indigent people in Chemung and
Schuyler Counties. But, soon to be a
“recovering attorney,” he is finishing
up the last of his cases so he can retire
this fall. He is looking forward to learning more about composition, and to
increase his ability to use Photoshop.
He dreams of taking travel photos, and
trying to understand the world of
digital gear and software. He hopes the
extra time will allow him greater
opportunity to participate in our club.

LIGHT PAINTING ( continued)

David and his wife Linda experimented by trying to
light his 1990 Miata in an attractive way by using a reflector to bounce the light from an LED flashlight, and then
moving the combo like crazy outside of the camera’s field
of view. He said the idea was to get that “soft box” light
rather than harsh light that would result if the LED’s point
source was aimed directly on the car.
“We tested progressively brighter exposures, “ David observed, “learning that our reflected light source worked
to soften the image nicely, but that it was not nearly powerful enough to over balance the ambient light. Pointing
the LED flashlight directly at the car was brighter, but also
harsher. All are 30 second exposures, ISO 100, f stops
going from f8 to f2.8, the fastest for my 24-70mm lens.
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President’s Message
The Grand Canyon Photography Club

2016 Officers:
President: Mia Lisa Anderson
Vice President: David Ralph
Treasurer: Gary Thompson
Recording Secretary: Paul Bozzo
Corresponding Secretary:
Judith Giddings

Directors:

2015-2016: Suzan Richar, Gene LaFavor
2016-2017: Ann Kamzelski,
Kenneth Meyer

Committee
Chairpersons:
Newsletter: Judith Giddings,
Bruce Dart
Membership: Gary Thompson
Exhibits: Bruce Dart
Website: Mia Lisa Anderson
Publicity: Lonny Frost
For more information, please contact:
Mia Lisa Anderson
E-mail: president@gcphotoclub.org
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We have talked about light in
photography for the last two
months and will continue to do
so this month. One area pertaining to controlling light we haven’t
touched on is what you can do in
post-production.
I photographed the above image
because I really liked the way the
afternoon sunlight was illuminating the knife in the butcher block.
When I looked at the photo on my
computer, I liked it, but I wanted
to emphasize the light on the knife
even more. After making some
global adjustments in Camera
Raw, I lowered the shadows to
-100. Then I used the adjustment
brush to lower them again. (It
would be possible to also do this
in Photoshop by dodging and
burning parts of the photo.)
By darkening parts of the image
in, hopefully a subtle way, I felt the
final result drew the viewer’s eye to
the knife and light on it.
Controlling and emphasizing light
in post-production is another tool
to add to your photographic toolbox. (Technical details: ISO 200,
F5.6, 1 second.)
Learn, practice, and, most of all,
have fun!

©Mia Lisa Anderson
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ABOUT THE BANNER PHOTO

Jan Keck’s view of the iconic
lighthouse at Portland, Maine
was made at 5:55 a.m. last
October. Setting the camera in
Aperture mode with a manual
white balance, she exposed at
F/22, and1/5 sec., at ISO 100,
focal length 41mm.
“The light on the rocks was
what initially caught my eye,”
Jan says. “I also thought I’d
take it from the North side as
opposed to the iconic southern
view, although I got a few of
those as well.”
In post processing, Jan added, “I did put it into my
Photomatix program but kept
it as natural as possible.”

©Jan

Keck “Portland Head Light”
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August 9, 2016 Meeting of the Grand Canyon Photo Club
On a warm summer eve, Mia opened the meeting with help from Jan Keck. There were 25 members
present. The minutes from the last meeting were approved. Treasurer Gary Thompson was absent but
he sent in a report that was unchanged from the last meeting. Mia remarked on the good food that the
members provided for the opening of our Deane Center Photo Exhibit. Suzan Richar, as she has so often
done, coordinated the refreshments. Many thanks for her years of service! The club now needs a new coordinator as Suzan is stepping aside from this duty. Judith Giddings suggested that we thank Bruce Dart
for coordinating the two exhibits and hanging them. A round of applause followed! Mia reminded us to
pick up our photographs from 2-6 p.m. on September 6th, the Tuesday after Labor Day.
Mia introduced Bruce as “the Man” because of all he does for the club. He presented a program titled
“Electronic Flash, Not Just for Portraits.” He explained that there are instances when using a flash is
valuable: 1. Low light situations; 2. Extend the shooting day; 3. “Catch light” in subjects’ eyes; 4. Freeze
action; 5. Fill in back lit subjects. He showed us some flash units and discussed possible uses. Bruce also
explained some properties of light and reflections.
Ann Kamzelski led the critique of the 21 images submitted by members. The subject was “Types of
Light.” In a nice coincidence, Bernadette Chiaramonte-Brown used “fill-flash” on her image of two
young foxes playing at the side of the road. As usual we enjoyed the little touches that Ann performed on
some of the images.
					Respectfully submitted,
					Paul Bozzo, Recording Secretary

Treasurer’s Report for August 2016
$2053.68

Beginning Balance
Cash IN (2016 dues)

20.00

Cash OUT (reception)

49.07

Ending Balance

$2024.61

Respectfully Submitted,
Gary Thompson, Treasurer

©Paul Jensen “The Stalk”
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Ann-ecdotes
Ann Kamzelski
presents tips, techniques,
and creative ideas for
getting great photos.

The Night of the Whales
Sometimes something happens that is just mystical. Something that will be imbedded in your memory for as
long as you live. Something that will never happen to you again. Well, I had one of those experiences on my trip
to Alaska. I call it “The Night of the Whales” and it is a whale of a tale about the tails of whales.
It was the fourth day of our cruise. We had already stopped at a few small towns and sailed up some fjords.
But this day started with a blip. There was an issue with the boat that the captain wanted fixed before we sailed
through a narrows called Stephens Passage, so we got a late start after the engine was fixed. Who knows if this
had any effect on our timing, but what happened afterward was wonderful.
Once on our way, we cruised up the narrows to Petersburg and toward the Frederick Sound. The first whale
contact was with a pod of Orcas. They were surfacing just off the boat and there was a mother and calf among
the group. Since orcas are predators, feasting on marine mammals, they travel widely to feed. Coming across a
group of them is just luck since you cannot foresee where they will be. We were able to follow them for quite a
while and get lots of nice photos. The calf always came up on the tail of her mother making it easy to predict the
timing of a shot.

All Images© Ann Kamzelski

In late afternoon we cruised further into the sound. In the distance we could see spouts of water, the sign that
humpback whales were present. Our captain steered the boat toward the spouts. I was out on the observation
deck on the bow and had a wonderful 180° view of the area. I soon realized that there were several groups of
whales in the area. Most of the whales were just feeding by coming to the surface two or three times and then
diving; showing their tails at the end. There was a rhythm to it with the body coming up higher just before the
tail would show. A couple of whales breached (amazing considering that they weight up to 40 tons and are 4050 feet long) and I managed to get one blurry shot of that. Usually, by the time you realized they were breaching, it was too late to get a photo. We spent a couple of hours following the whales around the sound. What a
wonderful experience. But the best was yet to come.
(Continued next page)
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Night of the Whales (continued)
We all went in to have dinner
around 7pm. We floated in the
middle of the sound while we ate
and could see spouts occasionally
through the windows.
I was the first one to venture out
onto bow after dinner. The boat
was quietly floating, the setting sun
was casting an orange glow on the
surface of the water. The whales
were still feeding. They were everywhere. The other guests came
out on the bow or went to the top
viewing deck. No one said anything, the only sound the occasional click of a camera or cell phone.

All images © Ann Kamzelski.

We were drifting in a magical world; in awe of what we were witnessing.
As this spectacle unfolded in front of use in the glowing setting sun, you
could hear the whale blowing spouts and making other elephant - like
noises

Small flocks of birds swarmed where the whales would be surfacing next so
you knew where to look. You could see bubbles coming to the surface when
the whales made bubble nets to catch fish. You could hear the crashing as
a whale did tail slapping, pectoral slapping or the deduncle throw. There
were whales far away, and whales right next to the boat. We observed these
behaviors over and over.

(Continued next page)
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Night of the Whale (continued)

All images © Ann Kamzelski.

(Continued next page)
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At about 11pm (Alaskan
time) it finally got dark enough
that it was hard to see and
exposures were too long to get
sharp images. It was time to
turn in. I can’t express the feeling that I had as I watched this
spectacle, one with nature in an
enchanted place. Fortunately,
I will have my photographs to
remind me of this treasured
night.
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©Mia Lisa Anderson “Old World”
©Judith Giddings “Rose of Sharon”

©Sharon Connolly “Frosty Morn”
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GCPC 2016 Calendar of Events

Meetings are at 7 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of every month
at the Gmeiner Art & Cultural Center unless otherwise noted.

Mini-solo Shows at the Native Bagel,
Central Avenue, Wellsboro:
September, Paul Jensen;

SECOND QUARTER: EXPOSURE
THIRD QUARTER: LIGHT

October., Kelle Johnson;

September 13- Light Painting; David Ralph

November., Mia Lisa Anderson;

Theme, Light As the Subject

December, Suzan Richar
The Warehouse Theatre: Various Members
Deane Center: Club Show

July 6 - August; Ends Sept. 6
FIRST QUARTER: COMPOSITION

FOURTH QUARTER: SHUTTER SPEED
October 11- “How to Use Shutter Speed- for More Powerful
Images.” Judith Giddings

Theme: “In a Flash” - photo using on or off camera flash
November 8 - Ken Meyer: Winter Photography ; Critique

Please contact Bruce Dart at bdphoto@ptd.net if you are interested in displaying your photos at
the Native Bagel or if you have images suitable for display at the Warehouse Gallery.

Mystery Macro
What is this? Send your
guess to bdphoto@ptd.
net

How observant are you?
No Correct
guesses:

©Jan Keck
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August 9 Meeting At a Glance
David Ralph: Painting with Light
Critique: Light as a Subject
Ann Kanzelski
Snacks: Suzan Richar
Beverages: Jeanie Leber

©Karin Meyer “Hot Spring on a Cold Day”

©Bob Bair “Grand Canyon Sunrise”

©Dwaine Gipe “Hibiscus”
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©Ann Kamzelski “Conga Line”

©Gary Thompson “Biker Hangout”

©Russ Dodson “Ellie”

©Ken Meyer “Grackle”
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©Bill Giddings “Forest Breezes”
©Paul Bozzo “backlit Cherries”

©Diane Cobourn “Cats are Out”

©Gerald

Bailey “Splash”
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©Kelsey

Seymour “Starlit Skies Above”

©Bruce

Dart “Boats”

©Bernadette Chiarmonte-Brown “Red Fox Kits”
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